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Abstract—  Technology is making many things easier; I 

can say that our concept is standing example for   that. So 

far we have seen  LAN,  MAN , WAN , INTERNET & 

many more but here is new concept of  “RED TACTON ” 

which  makes the human body  as  a  communication  

network  by  name .... HAN (Human Area Network).                                                    

NTT lab from Japan is currently testing  upward this world-

shattering technology .Red Acton is a new Human Area 

networking technology  that uses the exterior of the human 

body as a safe, high speed network diffusion path. Red 

Acton uses the minute electric field generated by human 

body as intermediate for transmitting the data. The chips 

which will be entrenched in various devices Contain 

transmitter and receiver built to send and accept data in 

digital format. In this paper we will thrash out about red 

Acton, and its functioning. States, and applications of red 

Acton various fields. And we will compare our red Acton 

with the other technology for data transmission. And know 

about HAN.          

I. INTRODUCTION   

 "I recently acquired my own in-body device -- a modernizer 

but it takes a special broadcasting frequency connector to 

crossing point to it. As more and more implants go into 

bodies, the need for a good Internet code of behavior link  

link moves up in  increasing mannar."  Gordon Bell, a senior 

examiner at Microsoft's Bay Area Research Center in San 

Francisco 

We may have predictable the feature as a place 

swarming with antennas and emitters, due to the huge 

augmentation of wireless connections. And it is seems that 

the up to date means of transferring data capacity already 

have a very somber opponent none other than the human 

bobby. 

Thus NTT labs from Japan has announced that is 

presently trying an innovatory technology called “red tact 

on”,in which the electric fields generated by the human 

body are used as standard for transmitting the data. The 

chips which will drive in in various devices contain a 

bringer and recipient built to throw and admit data in digital 

pattern. The chips can take any kind of file such as mp3 

music file or mail and translate it in to the system that take 

the form of digitals pulse that can be agreed and examine 

during a human being electric field .the chip in recipient 

devices read these petite changes and translate the file 

backside into its creative form.                 

II. Red Acton: 

Red tact on is a new Human area    networking technology 

that uses the facade of the human body as an in safe hands, 

speed communication path. Red tacton uses the minute 

electric field emit on the facade of the human body. 

Theoretically, it is finally dissimilar from wireless and 

infrared .A transmission path is fashioned at the split second 

a part of the human body comes in contact with a Red tact 

on transceiver. Physically unscrambling ends the contact 

and thus ends statement Using Red tact on, announcement 

starts after terminals carried by the user or entrenched in 

devices are linked in various combinations according to the 

user's statement is probable using any body surfaces like  

hands, fingers, arms, feet, face, legs or torso. Red tact on 

works natural, substantial movements. 

 
Fig. 1: 

III.  WORKING PRINCIPLE  

Using a new super-sensitive photonic electric field sensor, 

Red Acton can accomplish duplex statement over the human 

body at a highest speed of   10 bps 

 
Fig. 2: 

 
Fig. 3: 

The Red tacton source induces a weak electric field 

on the surface of the body. The Red tacton headset senses 
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changes in the weak electric field on the shell of the body 

caused by the transmitter .Red tact on relies consequent to  

the principle that the ocular properties of an electro-optic 

precious stone can vary according to the changes of a weak 

electric field. Red tacton detects changes in the ocular 

properties of an electro-optic semiprecious stone using a 

laser and converts the outcome to an electrical signal in an 

ocular receiver circuit. The transmitter sends data by remind 

fluctuations in the minute electric field on the facade of the 

human body. Data is acknowledged using a photonic 

electric field feeler that combines an electro-optic  crystal 

and a laser luminosity to detect fluctuations in the minute 

electric field. 

The unsurprisingly taking place electric field 

induced on the surface of the human body dissipate into the 

earth. Consequently, this electric field is specially faint and 

unsound. The photonic electric field sensor developed by 

NTT enables weak electric fields to be considered by 

detecting changes in the optical properties of an electro-

optic semiprecious stone with a laser wide smile. 

IV. HUMAN AREA NETWORK  
In extension to the Ans (Internet) and Kans, there are 

applications best served by Human Area Networks (Ans) 

that connect the last meter. 

Human humanity is inward bound an era of 

omnipresent computing, where everything is networked. By 

construction Human Area Networks reasonable, Redtaction 

will permit ubiquitous services based on human-centered 

exchanges and therefore more cherished and easier for 

people to use 

V. FEATURES OF REDACTION               

Red Acton has 3 main practical features.  

 

A.  TOUCH 

1) Communication with just a step or touch 

 pitiful, attention-grabbing, meeting, walking, stepping and 

other human whereabouts can be the triggers for unlocking 

or locking, starting or stopping paraphernalia, or obtaining 

data.Using Redaction, communication starts when terminals 

carried by the user or implanted in campaign are linked in 

various combinations through physical contact according to 

the human's accepted movements. 

B. BROADBAND & INTERACTIVE                                                                                                      

Duplex,interactive intercommunication is possible at a 

maximum speed of 10Mbps. Because the transmission path 

is on tithe surface of the body, transmission speed nodes not 

decline in jam-packed areas where common people are 

communicating at the same timed Taking improvement of 

this speed, device drivers drivers can be downloaded 

straight away and executant  programs can be sent. 

C.  ANY MEDIA           

In addition to the human body, distinctiveconductors and 

dielectrics can be used as transmission media. Conductors 

and dielectrics be  allowed  to use in combination 

VI. DIELECTRICS&CONDUCTORS  

(signals pass through materials) (signals travel along 

surface).  

 
A announcement environment can be fashioned 

straightforwardly and at bargain underground store price by 

using items put up the shutters at hand, such as desks, walls, 

and metal bits and pieces. But there is one constraint on the 

duration of the composer to be propagated, on equipment 

locations, and on the depth of the dielectric to be passed 

through 

A. Application fields 

Many applications using Red tacton are introduced. Some 

are: 
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Red tacton strategy surrounded medicine bottles 

convey in rank on the medicines aspects. If the user touches 

the bad medicine, an unease will trigger on the life-

threatening he is shipping. The alarm sounds only if the user 

in point of fact touches the medication bottle, tumbling 

counterfeit alarms common with passive wireless ID tags, 

which can bring about simply by proximity. 

 

 
When a consumer stands in obverse of an marketing 

panel, marketing and in sequence same his or her attributes 

is naturally displayed.Consumer can get more 

comprehensively information by touching or standing in 

front of items they are interested. 

VII. INTUITIVE OPERATIONS 

Communication is triggered by totally ordinary human 

actions and behavior, so there is no need to interleave well-

dressed cards, unite cables, harmony frequencies, or any of 

the other inconveniences usually associated with today's 

electronic devices. Accepted movements and proceedings 

are the trigger. There’s no "operation" any more. Just 

perceptive human interaction. Redaction transceivers 

embedded in two terminals can communicate not only data 

but also the have power over or arrangement instructions 

needed to operate devices. Cable associates are eliminated. 

The body itself is used as communication medium. 

   
Produce out where you want just by stirring the 

preferred imprinter with one hand and a PC or digital 

camera with the other hand to make the relationship dense 

configurations are reduced by downloading device drivers 

"at first lay a hand on".  

Demonstrate notebook PC screen on projectors 

with just a touch. Convey songs to manageable music 

players from notebook PCs with just a contact  

 

 
By shuddering hands, special contour figures can 

be switch  over the users which are  sandwiched between 

mobile terminals . (Electronic exchange of business cards) 

announcement can be kept classified using confirmation and 

encryption technologies  

Assemblage photos taken with digital cameras are 

immediately transferred to folk’s mobile terminal. Diagrams 

written on white board during meetings are transferred to 

individual's mobile terminals on the speck 

VIII. PERSONALIZATION: 

Digital standard of living can be instantaneously bespoke 

with just a touch. Setup, listing, and arrangement in 

sequence for a personality user can all be uploaded to a 

device.The device is touched, eliminating the need for the 

device to be register or configured in press forward.  A pre-

recorded arrangement screenplay can be surrounded in a 

mobile terminal with incorporated Redtacton transceiver. 

When a different  device with Redtacton capabilities is 

contacted, personalization data and arrangement scripts can 

be downloaded without human intervention.  

 

 
Your have possession of phone number is to be paid and 

billing commences. Repeated importing of special deals 

with book and call olden times.  

The PC is configured to the user's provision simply 

by emotive the mouse. Room fever and illumination are 

bespoke when a key in the living room is short of.  

 

 
The settle arrangement and course-plotting steering 

wheel loftiness fiddle with to counterpart the driver just by 

meeting in the car. The driver's habitat is set as the objective 

in the car course-plotting system. The personal hi-fi plays 

the driver’s most wanted song. Pitiful the TV secluded have 

power over triggers a pass through a filter/search routine 

according to your special programming preferences. 

A.  Security Applications: 

Redaction could be equipped on doors, cabinets and more 

locations calling for secure access, such that each make safe 

admittance could be initiated and legitimate with a 

undemanding touch. At the same time, all the operation 

details and appropriate user attributes (personal 

distinctiveness, safety measures approval, etc.) could be 

logged by the security system. 

 
Haulage a mobile Redaction-capable device in 

one's pocket, ID is demonstrated and the exit wide open 

when the addict holds the button more often than not. 

Sheltered lock organization is possible by combining 

delicate certification tools such as fingerprint ID or other 
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biometric in the mobile terminal. Computerized car door 

lock/unlock just by emotive the handle; unlocking a 

mountain bike just by session on it. As a pass in hilarity 

conveniences 

 
The table is surrounded by an electrically 

conductive expanse .  Simply by placing a lap-top on the 

table,a network connection is initiated. Using different sheet 

patterns enables segmentation of the table into subnets. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

So we terminate that, when we put side by side red tact ion 

with other technology in attendance in the present day it can 

give a recovered show over others. And we can say that to 

bond the set of connections with in diminutive distances red 

tacton is best. And also in this equipment there is no 

predicament of hackers as our body is itself a media. So we 

can say that red tacton  after coming into promote will make 

a great modernize & will be adopted by many people. So let 

us bombarde the technology of next creation into our 

existence.      
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